KATHRYN ANDREWS
Run For President

Artist Kathryn Andrews works with photographs, prints, props and sculptures to communicate ideas of power, celebrity and politics.

She works with a team of printmakers, fabricators, (experts trained to make objects) and Hollywood prop houses to help her complete her vision.

Andrews hopes people will look closely and form their own ideas about how the images are related.

Once a year this artwork has a birthday. On this date new balloons may be added to celebrate the decorations you would add.

Nasher Sculpture Center
RUN FOR PRESIDENT
GET THE CANDIDATE TO THE FINISH LINE

KISS A BABY
PLAY GOLF WITH SENATORS
CREATE A CAMPAIGN SLOGAN
VISIT A SCHOOL AND READ A STORY
CAMPAIGN BUS RUNS OUT OF GAS
DON'T BE LATE FOR YOUR SPEECH
YES WE CAN
EAT A CORN DOG AT A STATE FAIR
MADE A TYPO IN YOUR AP
WHITE HOUSE
DINNER AT THE WHITE HOUSE
$ $ $ RAISE MONEY FOR COMMERCIALS

CONGRATS!